ENGL 395: Artificial Intelligence and Everyday Life

Instructor: Tracey El Hajj
Email: tmelhajj@uvic.ca

Course description:

Artificial intelligence (AI) is everywhere, and it shapes our everyday lives. But how do we approach it critically, especially if we’re not tech experts? As a response to this very question, this course focuses on the human and cultural dimensions of artificial intelligence. We’ll talk about the history of AI as well as its roles in art, ethics, and even health. How, for instance, do we communicate with bots? How do we relate to them? And how are we responsible for the decisions they make?

By the end of the course, you will know how to compose scenarios for AI’s ethical or humane uses. You will read current cultural research on AI, study a few AI projects, keep a journal to document your learning, review two popular AI projects, and propose an AI project you want to see in the world.

No technical expertise is required, and familiarity with AI will not be assumed.
Proposed assignments:

Course Journal 30%
Reviews of two Popular AI Projects 30% (15% each)
Proposal for an AI Project 40%

Proposed readings:
Excerpts and projects from scholars and artists listed in the course description above (details TBD, will be available on CourseSpaces).